Sunday June 15th 2014
Malachi – God’s Messenger
Part Twenty Eight
Study Questions

1). Read Malachi 3:17-18 – What do we learn in these verses?
a). What in addition do we learn from Malachi 4:1-3?
b). What can we say about this ‘day’ that we see in these verses?

2). What is the relationship between the fulfillment of the 7
feasts given to Israel and the 75 days that precede the Millennial Kingdom?
a). What is the purpose we see for Israel as presented through these
feasts?
b). What parallel do we see here with foundational scriptural doctrine
seen in the opening Chapter of Genesis?
c). What is the significance of Passover with respect to this?
d). What is necessary to bring Israel the point when Passover can be
fulfilled?
e). How significant is it do you think for Israel to be turned from
unbelief to belief?
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f). Read Hebrews 3:16-19 – what do we learn in these verses? And what
would you say is significant about what we learn here?
g). What other example of Israel’s unbelief did we look at and which
scriptures did we see in connection with this?
h). What might we learn here for ourselves?

3). Read Leviticus 26:16-21 + 27-29 + 33 – What does God say He will do in
these verses?
a). How would what we see here explain the Assyrian and Babylonian
captivities for Israel in history?
b). How do they explain historical events that transpire in Israel after
the Lord’s death and resurrection?
c). What do they tell us about what will take place with regards to Israel
during the Tribulation?
d). Which scriptures did we look at in connection with all this?
e). What part then does the outworking of our verses in Leviticus play in
Israel’s future?
f). What connection is there with Exodus 2:23-25?
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4). What exactly did Malachi record in his prophecy with regards to Moses?
a). Where is the first thing we looked at that Israel should remember
and what does the scripture say?
b). How is that which we see here connected to the sin of unbelief?
c). What condition is Israel presently in with respect to this sin and
when and at which feast will this start to be dealt with?
d). Why do you think reference is made to both the 3rd and the 7th Day in
the verses from Numbers Chapter 19?
e). Read Ezekiel 36:24-27 – what is the chronological order of the events
presented in these verses?
f). How might this help us understand that which we read in Numbers
Chapter 19?

5). Read Deuteronomy 4:39-42 and Numbers 35:22-29 – what are the
significant things that we should extract from these verses?
a). How does this connect with what we read in Numbers Chapter 19?
b). Read Luke 23:33-34 – what does the Lord say in these verses and
why is this so hugely important?
c). Read Numbers 13:15-19 – what do these verses tell us?
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d). What would these verses in Numbers 13 have meant for Israel if the
Lord had not made the statement we looked at in Luke Chapter 23?
e). How then would we explain Matthew 21:38?
f). What then must this mean for those Jews who fulfill Passover at the
conclusion of the Tribulation?
g). What is the condition that must be fulfilled, that we saw in Numbers
35, for the manslayer to be able return to the land of his possession?
h). How should we understand the death of the high priest with respect
to Israel beyond the end of the Tribulation that would enable them to return
to the land of their possession and which scripture did we look at in
connection with this?
i). Keeping all this in mind, what do you now hear when we read these
words recorded in Malachi - "Remember the Law of Moses, My servant, Which I
commanded him in Horeb for all Israel, With the statutes and judgments.

6). Any final thoughts for today?
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